
Bats
Let’s learn about 



What are bats?
Bats are mammals 

like us, and they are 

the only mammals 
that can fly!

Are bats birds?



What do bats look like? 
Bats come in many different shapes and sizes...



Some bats are very tiny...

The Bumblebee bat 

This is the smallest 
mammal in the world! 

They weigh less than a US penny!

Hold your hand 

up to compare 

how big this 

bat would be! 



Some bats are very large!

Flying fox
Their wings can be 6 feet long!

What else in 
the room is 
6 feet long? 



Some bats 
have very 
big ears!

Spotted bat© MerlinTuttle.org

These large ears help the bats 
find their food- buzzing insects!  

What other 
animals have 

large ears? 



Some bats have 
very long noses!

Sword-nosed bat© MerlinTuttle.org

Noses aren’t always for smelling! 
Elephants use their noses to drink 
water, and these bats use their noses 
to detect movement in the dark!

What other 
animals have 
large noses? 



Some bats are very colorful!

© MerlinTuttle.org Fire bat

These bats use their orange wings 
as camouflage, to help them hide 
inside dried banana leaves.

What other 
animals use 
camouflage? 



These bats make their homes by 
twisting the leaves into “tents”

Honduran white bat

Some bats look 
like cotton 
balls!

Did you know 
that bats have so 

many different 
colors?



Some bats have 
amazing hair!
These boy bats use mohawks to 
spread their scent (like perfume)
to lady bats to attract them 

What are some 
other ways animals 

attract mates?

Chapin’s free-tailed bat



Which bat is
your favorite? 
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How do I compare to a bat?



Bats are mammals, just like us!

● Mammals must breathe air

● Mammals are warm-blooded

● Mammals have hair or fur

● Mammals give birth to live babies

● Mammals take care of their babies

● Mammals give their babies milk



Bats are like us! (Wing Structure)



Have you ever
 seen a bat?



Bats are Nocturnal

What other 
animals are awake 
during the night? 

(nocturnal)

What animals are 
awake during the 

day? (diurnal)



How do bats see 
in the dark? 



Bats use echolocation
to find food



How do bats see in the dark? 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hr-Y2Tt8gFE


How bats catch insects!



Game Time!



What do
bats eat?



Most bats eat bugs

● Moths

● Beetles

● Mosquitoes
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One small bat can eat 1,000 
mosquitoes in one hour!



Other bats eat 
fruit and nectar
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Bats are important 
pollinators, like bees!



Where do bats sleep? 

Bat Houses
Caves

Trees



Hibernation
During the winter, when there are no 
insects to eat, bats will power down 
their bodies to save energy!

What other 
animals 

hibernate?



Bats are in trouble! 



How to help bats





Let’s help save the bats!
Bat houses give bats a safe place to raise their 
young, help educate people about the 
importance of bats, and help sustainably reduce 
pest insects from your yard.

Get your very own expert-approved 
BatBnB today!

Learn more about bats and 
bat houses at BatBnB.com


